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New Towns as Laboratories of Democracy:
Early American· and British Experience
ROBERT A. BARRETT*

ABSTRACT- New Towns have received attention as significant fields for study of urban systems and
urban problems. Their early development in Great Britain and more recend development in the United
States is a subject of public and private interest, yet little attention has been directed to their potential
for improving the urban democratic process as well as dealing with housing, transportation, employment, planning, recreation, and other urban systems.
This paper examines the potential of
New Towns with reference to British experiences in improving urban democratic systems.

It is three-quarters of a century since Ebenezer Howard
first wrote of the concept of national support for the creation of New Towns to be built in the countryside. Howard
urged such developments apart from existing metropolitan
areas as an alternative to continued sprawl of London or
other cities (Howard, 1899).
Those pioneering efforts are seen today ,in Letchworth and
Welwyn Garden City, which have undergone more than 50
years of developmen l. Subsequently, British reconstruction
after World War U relied significantly upon New Towns for
the relocation of people and industry. The 1944 comprehensive plan for Greater London called for a limit upon further
sprawl by establishment of a green belt, reduction of population densities within central London, improvement of
home and work transportation services, and construction of
eight New Towns beyond the green belt to accommodate a
million residents with their job locations who would be encouraged to leave central London. This was followed by the
1946 New Towns Act which, with subsequent amendments,
has guided the establishment of some twenty-one New Towns
which accommodate homes and jobs of 1.5 million Englishmen.
The British New Towns arc more numerous and more
populous than their counterparts in the United States.
Following World War 11 the British people were faced with
a major urban rebuilding task that was accomplished in part
by the New Towns . The national government sponsored New
Town development for three decades pursuant to Acts of
Parliament , central ministry action, treasury grants and
loans , and positive government action.
The American experience with New Towns has differed
from the British. Except for some early writings by Stein
(1951) and Mumford (1938), and inconclusive efforts of
the depression era, no substantial national effort has been
mounted behind New Towns in this country. Only in the
1968 and 1970 Housing Acts has the national Government
initiated steps toward encouragement of New Town development, and those early steps are minimal in terms of impact
upon the problem. However, a national policy, encouraging
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New Town development might have been expected in light
of congressional action and the call in 197 I by the National
Committee on Urban Growth Policy to create, by the end
of this century, ten New Towns of one-million population
each and one-hundred New Towns of I 00,000 population
each.
But these will probably take a different form in America .
The classic, and in most respects British, New Town is a
free-standing, bala11ced community that is largely selfsufficient. In contrast , New Communities envisioned in
American legislation , in addition to the free-standing model,
may be satellites of major metropolitan centers; New Towns
In-Town, located within the large central cities; and add-on
New Towns or expansions from existing smalJ towns.
The range of New Town types eligible for HUD assistance
will allow for widespread experimentation in site, style ,
physical plan, socia.l plan and organization. HUD's assistance
may be in the form of loans for the interest costs of land
acquisition; grants for early utility development; and grants
and technical assistance for social and environmeu tal planning.
New Town governance

An examination of HUD guidelines, relevant Congressional
legislation and technical journals from the legal, planning,
and public administration professions reveals that most New
Town effort has focused upon physical and economic p.Janning. A great deal of literature describes the spatial, aesthetic
and environmental awareness.
Secondly , the economic
costs, benefits, and feasibility are frequently discussed .
Questions such as land assembly, utility services, front end
load ( early public services and capital improvements, and
economic benefit models, are discussed with recurring frequency. Sporadic reference is found regarding social planning such as residential and employment integration, equal
opportunity compliance and neighborhood organization.
Legal and governmental planning is almost exclusively concerned with deed and zoning considerations, plus some references to the establishment of neighborhood associations
for the purposes of common maintenance of property and
recreation activities.
However, the planning of New Towns has rarely focused
upon democratic governance. New Town development raises
a classic and futuristic set of democratic questions: How is
planning accomplished for a non-existent community? How
are new residents socialized in a traditionless community?
How can such democratic concepts as participation, repre-
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sentation , conflict resolution, and accountability be instituted
and optimized? How does the role of citizens change as the
New Town moves progressively from planning phase to development phase to mature phase? How can intergovernmental cooperation with adjacent communities and the state
be obtained for planning, incorporation, financing, power ,
zoning, boundary adjustment and other intergovernmental
activities? What is the relationship between the developer,
citizen and community governance? How do the "private
governments" of the home owner's association and the New
Town development corporation relate to the resolution of
community conflict in a democratic and non-paternalistic
fashion? How can the developer and the residents protect
the development and its concepts as a flexible and non-static
planning tool in a changing society? Can the technological
and social experimentation possible in a new Town be converted and communicated to enhance community participation and satisfaction?
Questions such as these have not been addressed in the
planning studies nor existing literature in anything but a
fragmentary sense, but some steps have been taken in this
direction. In October, 1970, a symposium including HUD
representatives, managers, development corporations and
scholars, was sponsored in Columbia, Maryland, on the topic
of "Management of New Communities". The Ditchley
Foundation, established to encourage discussion of matters
common to America and Britain, sponsored an AngloAmerican conference in November, 1968 , to examine the
British and American experience in designing, building, fi.
nancing , and adminstering New Towns with the goal of
proposing further action toward development of acceptable
New Towns. In 1970, the Social Science Research Council
provided for a study by the Centre for Urban and Regional
Studies at the University of Birmingham into "The Social
Planning Process and the Development of New Communities" which focus upon the British experience with reference
to America.
The Twentieth Century Fund, a research foundation that
undertakes analytical studies of major economic, social and
political issues, prepared a task force report and background
paper entitled New Towns: Laboratories of Democracy,
1971. The task force, consisting of knowledgeable public
administrators, developers and scholars, commissioned a
background report, convened work sesssions, and developed
recommendations for new organizational and procedural
forms to stimulate full citizen participation in New Town
gave rnance.
Following are the principal recommendations of the task
force which bear upon this study:
1)
2)

3)

4)

5)

New Towns should become laboratories for testing
new forms and processes of local self-government.
The plan for each New Town should provide for
development of the governmental, civic and social
institutions necessary to enable it to operate as a
democratic community.
The ultimate establishment of a general purpose
government should be encouraged for all public
functions.
New Towns should experiment with different and
novel means of broadening and strengthening participation by people in planning, developing, and
governing their urban environment.
A New Town might conceivably employ several
forms of participation that could progress, as ihe
town develops , from simple devices such as hearings
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or advisory groups to formal government.
The developer, the physical designer and citizen
participants in New Town planning must all be
aware of the political implications of neighborhood
composition and services so that the physical organization can be used to strengthen grass-roots democracy.
7) From the first stages of settlement, New Towns
must have a diverse population and a broad range
of economic and social activities. Development
plans should recognize this objective as a precondition for democratic communities.
8) The states should not prescribe rigid systems for
New Town governance or participation. But they
should require evidence of public participation in
planning before granting permission to develop, and
they should insist that developers, both public
and private, present positive and realistic programs
for the involvement of citizens in New Town affairs.
Plans should undergo thorough and open public
examination prior to approval. The states should
establish basic guidelines for membership and decision-making in homeowners' and community
associations with the intent of making them genuinely democratic and not mere facades for corporate control of New Town affairs.
9) Developers and local authorities should be given
the latitude to explore a variety of approaches to
urban democracy in New Towns; alternative
structures of government and participation should
be encouraged.
In essence, the Task Force has urged that New Towns become laboratories for urban democracy. It would appear
from an examination of British New Towns that this has
not taken place in England.
6)

British New Towns as laboratories for democracy

We are told. that the development of New Towns in England
over several decades offered the same potential as that envisioned by advocates of American New Towns. The previously cited Ditchley Report set forth, through the pen of
its distinguished conference reporter, Wyndham Thomas, to
summarize the purposes of the New Town program. One
major purpose was to :
" . . . offer opportunities to experiment with new social,
economic, and political systems. Technological advance
far outstrips the rate at which institutionalized systems
adapt themselves to facilitate or exploit this advance. New
Towns or cities provide a laboratory where completely
new or adapted systems of local government can be tried."
Thomas uses the very words of the Twentieth Century Task
Force in the statement of purpose described above. This
writer set out to test the concept in a series of interviews
with British New Town administrators, development corporation officials and urban scholars during a three-month
research leave in England.
British New Towns have been established by the public
sector acting under Parliamentary Act with ministerial direction and utilizing the fiscal resources of the Treasury. The
basic tasks of New Town development were placed in the
hands of a Development Corporation appointed by and
responsible to the appropriate central government minister.
The composition of the corporation board generally included
successful industrialists, military officers, former colonial or
governmental officials, and a few local elected officials or
political influentials. As to the latter two categories, which
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are the only ones capable of articulating and/or representing
local interests. ministry guidelines specifically discourage
them from advocating the role of local residents. Instead,
they arc encouraged to adopt the stance of a broad national
interest. The residents of the New Town, be they old residents or new. do not elect or participate in the selection
of any members of the board. Only in Peterborough New
Town did tile author encounter a board whose membership
contained a majority of officials drawn from elected officials
of the host city . county. andi the parent city, Greater
London Council. which was exporting residents to Peterborough .
The Board of the Development Corporation selects the
general manager. who in turn provides the managerial and
planning leadership for the New Town . The board acts upon
selection of major staff appointments: the clements of the
development or comprehensive plan and revisions thereof;
the construction of utilities and housing: the provision of
social service s: the rent, lease , sale and use of property and
improvements : the site and development of transportation
systems, educational systems. and recreational systems: and
other similarly critical development decisions. Many of these
powers arc exercised in concert with appropriate local government authorities and central government departments, but
the initia live and cen Ira! role of these critical activities
must be performed by the board .
Officers of the New Town Development Corporation rigidly
maintain that New Towns are "apolitical", meaning that
elections, representations, conflict, compromise ,participation .
power, democracy and other similar concepts do not apply
to the Developmen I Corporation and its board. Consequently,
all inquiries about such concepts are routinely shunted to
the existing local govern men I with instruction that all such
concepts are abundantly available to all New Town residents
through the established and traditional system of local government. Efforts are not made to interface the elected council and appoin led board nor to provide effective access for
residents in the decision-making process of the Development
Corporation.
The most promising urban democracy concept is the
creation of Social Development Officer positions in the New
Towns. These officers are, ideally, client-oriented and seek to
represen I and advocate the needs and desires of residents
within the management and planning process. In some New
Towns this role is attempted conscientiously, while in others
several general managers clearly converted the office in to
0nc of diffusion of resident participation.

An examination of the Laboratories for Democracy report
from the Twentieth Century Fund reveals that the experience
of British New Towns as "laboratories for democracy" does
not create optimism about the potential for American New
Towns to become "laboratories for democracy" should the
same pattern of experiences ocrnr in this country. It does
not appear that the British New Towns have endeavored in
any important sense to test new forms of local self-government or to try new processes of local democracy. The plans
developed for the British New Towns have frequently been
undertaken in a traditional manner that has not readily provided for democratic participation by either residents of
the old town or residents of the New Town.

Town residents are frequently fragmented in terms of their
opportunity for effective input and participation .in the
local democratic system and/or they are merged as a small
and relatively insignificant part of the body politic of a far
larger unit of government. There is a general reluct1nce on
the part of the staffs of the New Town Developmcn I Corporation to experiment with and develop new te chniques for
strengthening participation hy the residents in ,he planning
process and the development process . The New Towns constantly maintain that they arc non-political and that actions
taken by the New Town Devclopmen t Corporation should
not be subject to the rigors of the normal political process
that is customarily l·xpccted in most British and American
local governmert s.
There are precious few instances fr o ,n present British New
Town experiences to indicate that serious efforts are made to
test the attitudes and desires of future re sidents of the New
Towns. The few pilot efforts observed in such New Towns as
Runcorn are very exceptional and indicate early efforts
attempting to measure the needs and desires of potential
future residents for whom the New Towns arc being constructed. Furthermore, there are very few examples of
opportunities for residents of the New Town to inOuence the
subsequent development of the new plan and to participate
in dialogues regarding changes in the initial master plan for
t.he New Town . Proposals whereby New Tow11 residents
could part;cipate at the outset in an advisory role and then
particip::ite in a more formal and more powerful sense at a
later stage of the development of the New Town do not
appear to have been implemented in Britain . As a general
rule, the political implications and importance of most
decisions made by the New Town Development Corporation
are not recognized and not admitted by the staff or the
Board of the corporation. They pretend that the actions of
the Development Corporation are simply those of a business
and are not subject to the normal constrain ts and interplay
of the conOicting values and interests which the residents of
the New Town may posse ss.
Many efforts of the Social Development Officers in the
area of opinion measurement and attitude research are not
approved by the manager or executive staff of the Development Corporation. Consequentl'y, the opportunities represented by the Social Development Officer in the early years
of the existence of that position are in many instances
frustrated, and opportunities for stronger democratic input
from the residents into the design and planning process are
not fully realized. Potentially this experience will change as
the role of the Social Development Officer matures and
opportunities to participate in the design and planning process
are enhanced. For instance, the Social Development Officer
in Peterborough New Town is permitted to sit on the design
teams for new neighborhoods alongside representatives from
the engineering, architecture and finance departments, the
general manager's office, and other such key departments.
However, the Social Development Officer does not have the
same "clout" as the others nor does he have the same weapons
to use in negotiations of the design process. Consequently,in
a showdown between the values of the Social Development
Officer and an officer from the engineering department,
the Social Development Officer is not likely to prevail.

In general the British New Towns are not established as
local self-governing units in themselves but are either declared to be expansion areas of already existing municipalities
or they arc governed under a broader county-type level of
local government. As a consequence , efforts of the New

The experiences of the British New Towns during the past
three decades have not been particularly significant in terms
of the improved opportunities for residents to participate
in a democratic fashion in town decisions. This may be due
in part to the attitudes adopted by the officers and Board of
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the New Town Development Corporations. This also may
be caused partly by the structure of the board through the
Act of Parliament whereby opportunities for local points of
view to be represented are systematically prevented. This
also may be a result of the apparent lesser activism of British
residents in the affairs of British local government as compared with similar situations in local governments of the
United States. The involvement of citizens in formal hearings and attendance at formal meetings of the various levels
of local government in England does not compare to the
level of activity and interest normally demonstrated in this
country. The suggestions about the governance of American
New Towns with reference to "paternalism" would appear
to be borne out in the experiences which this writer had in
his interviews and observations of the New Towns in England.
The question raised herein regarding the planning and
management of New Towns as an improvement in urban
democratic governance, and the initial recommendations of
the Twentieth Century Task Force have been addressed only
initially in this paper. Major area~ of concern must be focused upon in subsequent study of New Town governance.
This paper has merely suggested some preliminary research
findings of the British use of New Towns as "laboratories
for urban democracy ." The contemporary student of urban
governance may have cause to urge United States New Towns
to become similar "laboratories for democracy," bus should
be cautious in expectations based only upon past experiences
as here reported .
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